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Preface 
 

This written capstone project acts as a culmination of all of experiences, courses, and 

difficulties undergone in the Corporate Communication degree plan. None of this would 

have been possible without the help of the incredible professors, specifically his advisor, 

Dr. Holly Kruse, his parents, and more than anything else, his undefeatable peers in the 

program.  
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Introduction 
 

The Church in Today’s Society 

The Church as a whole in today’s society is viewed as a luxury. With the ever-increasing 

speed of vehicles, the desire for faster service at gas stations, and the streamlining in nearly 

every aspect of human existence, people don’t take the time to slow down and appreciate 

the things that take time to appreciate. The development and widespread adoption of the 

Internet has forced businesses to either adapt to the changing climate of media of 

communication, or to fail as a whole. This easily can be applied to the state of churches as 

well. Churches have always been a keystone in the foundation of this country, since its 

conception in the late 18th century. But now, the church in general is facing an entirely new 

crisis: how to deal with the drastically increased desire for the “here and now.” People 

desire quicker service and instant gratification, which has never really been a possibility 

for the church, as technological limitations forced one to actually attend a service to 

partake in the worship and message being taught there. Recently, technological 

advancements have provided the church with an entirely new avenue to procure new 

members, as well as satiate the theological appetites of those who already believe. The 

Internet has given churches an entirely new method to reach those who either do not have 

time to wake up early on Sunday mornings, or just choose not to. Through the usage of 

podcasts, YouTube videos, online streaming, and different social media forms, churches can 

reach these individuals without very much effort at all. This provides a whole new field of 

mission work that doesn’t requires one to travel to Africa to reach someone who has never 

heard of the Bible or God. New Media is a strong method in which just one person can make 

a significant impact.   

Academic Career and Background 

Roger’s State University has provided Jared with countless opportunities to better himself 

as a communication student, Christian, and as a functioning member of society. Through 
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different programs like C.A.T., the BCM, and The Crossing, he has found out many things 

about himself that he did not know before. Through his volunteer work for the Campus 

Activities Team, he provided his services as a Master of Ceremonies for the Late Night 

Breakfast event on two different occasions. This provided him with a reinforcement of 

leadership skills and the ability to reach his peers through simply speaking to them on a 

face-to-face level. The BCM provided an avenue in which he could help his organizational 

skills, when helping to plan and coordinate the BCM LAN party events that happen bi-

semesterly. The Crossing has helped him on a much more personal and intimate level in his 

walk with God, which has genuinely helped him focus more heavily on his personal 

interaction skills, his ability to treat others fairly and respectfully, and his desire to accept 

responsibility for the actions he takes.  

Most of his experience in the field of communications has taken place off-campus. In the 

past 4 years at Roger’s State University, he has been working on weekends as an event DJ, 

project coordinator, and liaison between clients and his company. DJ Connection provides 

an invaluable service for weddings, bat mitzvahs, birthday parties, corporate events, and 

hoedowns. Jared has taken the reins at each one of these events, seen some incredible 

things, and gained an unimaginable amount of experience through his work. The people he 

has met and organized have helped to provide him with a supernatural ability to build 

rapport with basically anyone he meets. The interpersonal skills that He has learned 

through these different avenues have helped him decide on his career path as well.  

Through his courses and in-class experiences at Roger’s State University, He has learned 

more about himself and the aspects of communication that he would like to delve in to once 

he acquires a degree. There are three major aspects of communication that are taught here 

at Roger’s State University, theoretical communication, production of communication, and 

interpersonal usage of communication.  

Some professors, like Dr. Holly Kruse and Dr. Juliet Evusa, tend to focus their courses over 

the theoretical knowledge that will provide incredibly useful background information to 

help understand the state of communication and what it has evolved from. Theoretical 

communication knowledge is most useful to someone intending to follow through on 
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communication with a graduate degree. This aspect of communication information has 

been invaluable to him in his trek through the communication degree, but it is not where I 

excel. In the interpersonal side of communication, which is emphasized heavily by Dr. Jeff 

Gentry, Jared has learned how the things he does or says impact other people. 

Interpersonal communication is most valuable to someone like him who plans on 

interacting heavily with people for a career. Finally, the production side of communication, 

which is most commonly advocated by Mr. Lee Williams and Ms. Cathy Coomer, provided 

him with the intricate knowledge of how important video and audio production were in the 

success of a campaign.  

Through all of his experiences while attending Roger’s State University, Jared believes he is 

meant to be involved in International Event coordination, due to his strong desire to meet 

new people and foster strong relations with them. This is evident by his background in 

event coordination, rapport building, interpersonal communication, and ability to 

understand different cultures and the people in them. This career path will involve a lot of 

usage of new media forms, so he is focusing his last semesters on the understanding and 

interest in the newer forms of new media.  
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Project Proposal 

 

Client Overview 

Cedar Point church is a church located on the outskirts of the city of Claremore. The church 

itself has fostered strong relations with the citizens of Claremore, and prides itself on the 

view that a small church is just as impactful on the lives of its members as a bigger church. 

Over 300 people are considered full-time members of the church, which means they 

partake in at least one of the weekly ministries. There are four different ministries that the 

church offers to the local adults:  

 Weekend Experience – A Sunday morning service involving worship and a message 

o 9:17 a.m. (for those who may have plans later in the day, or prefer to attend an early 

service) 

o 11:02 a.m. (for those who may prefer to sleep in, or have a few extra cups of free coffee in 

the lobby before they are running on all cylinders.) 

 Celebrate Recovery – A group that meets to discuss hurts, habits, or hang-ups in 

their lives in a judgment-free zone 

o 7:00 p.m. 

 Driven Youth Ministry – A group of 6th -12th grade students that meets to learn 

about what it means to grow up to be a Christ-like human being 

o 6:30 p.m. 

 The Crossing – A young adult group that focuses on real-world issues that occur 

while trying to be Christ-like 

o 7:00 p.m. 

Client Needs 

Cedar Point’s new media footprint is much too small for it to impact the lives and habits of 

the city of Claremore, so there needs to be a much more significant impact. There needs to 
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be a series of promotional and informational videos discussing each of the ministries and 

what they do to impact the lives of those who attend them. These videos will be hosted on 

the church’s website, distributed to the public using different social media forms like 

Facebook and Twitter, and published online on YouTube. This series of videos will provide 

Cedar Point church with a new method to reach people they couldn’t reach before. Also this 

will act as a PR campaign utilizing the ever-changing and diverse form of the Internet. This 

adaptation to the changing climate of human desire and instant gratification will show that 

the church is becoming more understanding of the current culture and its desires.  

Objectives 

1. Create a more solid social media presence for the Cedar Point church 

a. Regain control of The Crossing’s Facebook and Twitter pages 

b. Create Driven Youth ministry’s Facebook and Twitter page 

c. Find dedicated member to maintain and update Driven Pages 

2. Film and Edit series of informational and promotional videos for each of the 

individual ministries 

a. Weekend experience 

b. Celebrating Recovery 

c. Driven Youth Ministry 

d. The Crossing 

Timeline 

 1/25/13  

o Officially meet client, David Brace, face to face to interview about the needs 

and desires of the church comparatively to the expectations of himself.  

 1/31/13  

o Additional meeting scheduled in order to hammer out more details on the 

situation with the web-site, social media sites, and events planned in order to 

get more attendees to the church’s programs.  
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 2/1/13 

o Start work on the church’s social media presence 

 2/14/13 

o Fully devised and implemented PR strategy to widen the influence of the 

church’s programs.  

  2/21/13 

o Complete work on the social networking of Cedar Point church 

 Developed Facebook and Twitter accounts that are bound and 

technically “owned” by the church.  

 Finish filming and uploading videos of individual ministries 

 Create Pinterest account (Most quickly growing social medium right 

now).  

 3/25/13  

 Finish Complete Edit Videos 

 Up until the end of the project 

o Keep tabs and control of website and social media forms until this point. 

o Find individual to maintain the social media forms for Driven Youth Ministry. 

Project Budget 

The best part about this project for the client is that there will be no cost to them for the 

services they will be receiving. New media hosting, specifically Facebook, Twitter, and 

Pinterest are all free services rendered. The video shooting and editing will be done 

completely by him, and I already have all of the equipment required, and the Graphics lab 

will be providing all of the programs for editing.  The items below reflect what the cost of 

the project without any of his services provided would have cost the client.  

 Camera (Canon  t3i)  - $400 

 Editing Software 

o  (Finalcut Pro) - $299.99 
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o  (Adobe AfterEffects) - $999 

o (Soundtrack Pro) - $299.99 

Methodology 

Communication Strategy 

The process of creating a communication strategy for the church is quite easy, because all 

that it requires is an increased social media footprint. His background in this field is purely 

practiced, not necessarily theoretical. He has seen firsthand the results of different 

communication strategies during his time as an event coordinator and DJ at DJ Connection. 

During this time, I had plenty of time alone with the PR representative, Clay Clark, who 

passed down countless nuggets of wisdom to him. This has led Jared to a specific target of 

what his methodology will be in dealing with this client. 

 First- Discover client’s goals and compare them with his capabilities  

 Second- Analyze the results  

 Third- Formulate a plan based on the results 

 Fourth- Execute the plan according to a specific timeline 
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1. Discover Client’s Goals and Compare them to 

Student’s Own 

Cedar Point’s Vision Statement 

Love God. Love People. Serve Our World.  

     Cedar Point Church is a non-denominational church in the Claremore Area.  The 

clients business was formed from two groups of people interested in following God, and 

established a progressive church that brings a relevant message to a culture of people who 

have come to believe that religion and church are outdated, or irrelevant. 

      As the client was in the progress of starting a new church, they learned of another group 

of believers already meeting together who needed a pastor.  After meeting and praying 

about it, the two groups decided to merge.  On October 22, 2006, Cedar Point Church had 

its first official gathering.  With that beginning, they were off to a great start! 

     Rick Burke, pastor of cedar point church, is a native of Verdigris.  He began serving 

at Faith Christian Family Church in Clovis, New Mexico in 1989 as their youth pastor. At the 

time, they were about 175 in attendance and grew to about 1500 by the time he left in 

2006.  Rick came back to his home town because he felt God calling him to be a part of 

building a church who would impact the lives and homes in the area where he grew up.  He 

also wanted to go somewhere he could give the rest of his life.  With the help of some old 

friends, and some new, Cedar Point Church has seen that happen. 

    They built a worship center that doubled the size of their facility in September 2008 and 

have rapidly outgrown and adapted the facility to serve the people who have placed their 

trust in the church. But, it's not the building that makes the Church, it's the people. People 

will always be the focus of Cedar Point. The people who attend are one of their most unique 

features. The future has great promise for God's people, and there is no limit to what can be 
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done with God's help.  We would love for you to come and partner with Cedar Point Church 

in "serving our world" (see Appendix i). 

Personal View of Client’s Goals 

Through personal interviews with the members of the church staff and particular key 

members of the church He has discerned a key element of the church: family. The church as 

a whole intends for itself to be viewed as a home away from home, somewhere in which 

people feel comfortable and relaxed. The atmosphere provided is that of a family, loving, 

caring, and accepting of each other’s flaws and shortcomings.  

Student’s  Goals 

Jared’s own personal goals were centralized around showing his production capabilities, 

his ability to coordinate a large group of individuals to accomplish a singular task, and to 

accomplish a specific goal in a timely and efficient manner.  

2. Analyze the Results 

Through the interpretation of these interviews and discussions, it was a recurring theme 

that the church needed a greater impact on the young adult demographic ranging from 18-

30 year old individuals. The best way to reach this demographic is through the usage of 

social media tools, which Cedar Point is definitely lacking in. So, Jared offered his services 

as a production officiate, and they accepted stating their need for informational and 

promotional videos that would intrigue, inspire, and interest individuals in learning more 

about the church’s ministries.  

3. Formulate a Plan Based on the Results 

A plan was created between his client, David Brace, his wife, and himself to focus solely on 

the social media forms to create a new image for Cedar Point church. This would be 

accomplished through the dissemination of informational and promotional videos through 
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their existing social media forms, as well as the adoption of new untapped social media 

forms, like Pinterest.  

4. Execute the Plan According to a Specific Timeline 

Together, David Brace and I compiled a timeline in which I would have the bulk of the 

project completed by Spring Break. This provided him with enough time to get the project 

approved by the individual ministries of the church. This provided Jared with enough time 

to get the footage required for each video, write scripts, and produce each video 

individually with unique quality. 

Results 

Objective 1: Create a More Solid Social Media Presence 

for Cedar Point Church 

This objective was fully satisfied through the creation and implementation of a Pinterest 

account into the folds of the church. The Pinterest account was implemented solely for The 

Crossing ministry, as the target demographic of Pinterest is primarily 16-40 year old 

women, which is one of the key demographics involved in the young adults group.   

Also, another primary objective was the “recovery” of the existing Facebook and Twitter 

pages that the church had previously created. These pages were created by a volatile 

individual that ended up leaving the church on bad terms, and David Brace asked for the 

dissemblance and recreation of these two pages on a separate account not linked to the 

volatile individual. This was accomplished all while retaining the previous number of 

“followers”.  

Finally, one of the most popular social media forums on the Internet, YouTube, has become 

a new avenue for Cedar Point church to promote videos on. The church has adopted a 

YouTube account in which individuals can email videos and clips of their own testimonies 
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and have them published for the rest of the world to see. This will greatly impact the way 

individuals communicate their testimonies.  

Objective 2: Film and Edit Series of Informational and 

Promotional Videos for Each of the Individual Ministries 

This objective was completed by the end of Spring Break, which was the absolute goal set 

by David Brace during the initial client meetings and discussions. These videos have not yet 

been uploaded by the church’s webmaster due to personal constraints at his primary place 

of employment. He will have uploaded the videos to the church’s actual website by April 1, 

however. The videos have already been disseminated through the different forms of social 

media that the church has adopted and have shown resounding success. Several people 

have commented on the videos calling them “touching”, “awe-inspiring”, “inspirational”, 

and “absolutely beautiful.”  

The goal of this entire project was to touch the lives of people who do not necessarily have 

the ability to come to church all the time due to hectic schedules, and to widen the church’s 

social media presence. I believe that through the results of these videos that He has helped 

accomplish that objective.  
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Project Evaluation 

 

This project as a whole was a major success for both the client and Jared.  Not only did 

Jared accomplish what he set out to, but he overcame several unforeseeable obstacles in 

doing so and created a much more effective system for the church to communicate its 

interests through several different forms of social media. Cedar Point has voiced its 

appreciation of the work that he has accomplished through his project.  

This project has created a new method for the church to spread its influence. This is a new 

era in which the church can begin to tear down the walls of those who have not had a 

positive influence in their lives. A new era has dawned in which the church can maintain its 

own new media presence through the tools that he has provided.  
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Appendix/Artifacts 

Cedar Point Church Website - Vision 

http://www.cedarpointchurchonline.com/?i=14061&mid=2 

This is the mission statement of the client and a brief history of the pastor.  
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Appendix/Artifacts 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is a prime example of the newly reclaimed Facebook Group for The Crossing. Boasting 

over 60 members already and growing!  

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/31443188444/ 
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Appendix/Artifacts 

 

 

This is a GUI of one of the videos created for Celebrating Recovery on Cedar Point’s 

YouTube Channel. 
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Appendix/Artifacts 

 

This is an example of the editing process that took place in Final Cut Pro. The Majority of 

the project was accomplished through this program.  
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Appendix/Artifacts 

 

All of the audio engineering and editing that took place went through Soundtrack Pro. 
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Appendix/Artifacts 

 

This is a GUI from the video editing program, Adobe After Effects 
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Appendix/Artifacts 

 

 

http://word.office.live.com/wv/WordView.aspx?FBsrc=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com

%2Fattachments%2Fdoc_preview.php%3Fmid%3Dmid.1366081843744%253Af1a24e2393f833

4437%26id%3Db4d6f9bdeda576eb12daac9a1058603b%26metadata&access_token=686381842

%3AAQCzzaXjVIXnRsoo&title=Jared%20License%20-%20I%20Believe%20You 

License for I Believe You – Performed by Jamie Walker 

http://word.office.live.com/wv/WordView.aspx?FBsrc=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fattachments%2Fdoc_preview.php%3Fmid%3Dmid.1366081843744%253Af1a24e2393f8334437%26id%3Db4d6f9bdeda576eb12daac9a1058603b%26metadata&access_token=686381842%3AAQCzzaXjVIXnRsoo&title=Jared%20License%20-%20I%20Believe%20You
http://word.office.live.com/wv/WordView.aspx?FBsrc=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fattachments%2Fdoc_preview.php%3Fmid%3Dmid.1366081843744%253Af1a24e2393f8334437%26id%3Db4d6f9bdeda576eb12daac9a1058603b%26metadata&access_token=686381842%3AAQCzzaXjVIXnRsoo&title=Jared%20License%20-%20I%20Believe%20You
http://word.office.live.com/wv/WordView.aspx?FBsrc=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fattachments%2Fdoc_preview.php%3Fmid%3Dmid.1366081843744%253Af1a24e2393f8334437%26id%3Db4d6f9bdeda576eb12daac9a1058603b%26metadata&access_token=686381842%3AAQCzzaXjVIXnRsoo&title=Jared%20License%20-%20I%20Believe%20You
http://word.office.live.com/wv/WordView.aspx?FBsrc=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fattachments%2Fdoc_preview.php%3Fmid%3Dmid.1366081843744%253Af1a24e2393f8334437%26id%3Db4d6f9bdeda576eb12daac9a1058603b%26metadata&access_token=686381842%3AAQCzzaXjVIXnRsoo&title=Jared%20License%20-%20I%20Believe%20You
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http://word.office.live.com/wv/WordView.aspx?FBsrc=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com

%2Fattachments%2Fdoc_preview.php%3Fmid%3Dmid.1366081843744%253Af1a24e2393f833

4437%26id%3D044242eb7e6e2a8d17847f05a8d48032%26metadata&access_token=686381842

%3AAQA5Aeu9JqP1jXKJ&title=Jared%20License%20-%20The%20Name 

 

License for The Name – Performed by Jamie Walker 

http://word.office.live.com/wv/WordView.aspx?FBsrc=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fattachments%2Fdoc_preview.php%3Fmid%3Dmid.1366081843744%253Af1a24e2393f8334437%26id%3D044242eb7e6e2a8d17847f05a8d48032%26metadata&access_token=686381842%3AAQA5Aeu9JqP1jXKJ&title=Jared%20License%20-%20The%20Name
http://word.office.live.com/wv/WordView.aspx?FBsrc=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fattachments%2Fdoc_preview.php%3Fmid%3Dmid.1366081843744%253Af1a24e2393f8334437%26id%3D044242eb7e6e2a8d17847f05a8d48032%26metadata&access_token=686381842%3AAQA5Aeu9JqP1jXKJ&title=Jared%20License%20-%20The%20Name
http://word.office.live.com/wv/WordView.aspx?FBsrc=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fattachments%2Fdoc_preview.php%3Fmid%3Dmid.1366081843744%253Af1a24e2393f8334437%26id%3D044242eb7e6e2a8d17847f05a8d48032%26metadata&access_token=686381842%3AAQA5Aeu9JqP1jXKJ&title=Jared%20License%20-%20The%20Name
http://word.office.live.com/wv/WordView.aspx?FBsrc=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fattachments%2Fdoc_preview.php%3Fmid%3Dmid.1366081843744%253Af1a24e2393f8334437%26id%3D044242eb7e6e2a8d17847f05a8d48032%26metadata&access_token=686381842%3AAQA5Aeu9JqP1jXKJ&title=Jared%20License%20-%20The%20Name
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http://word.office.live.com/wv/WordView.aspx?FBsrc=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com

%2Fattachments%2Fdoc_preview.php%3Fmid%3Dmid.1366081843744%253Af1a24e2393f833

4437%26id%3Da471b89fcb8003af902cdb546af5a1c7%26metadata&access_token=686381842

%3AAQAHyxrxSSOp4a4q&title=Jared%20License%20-%20You%20Never%20Leave 

License for You Never Leave – Performed by Jamie Walker 

http://word.office.live.com/wv/WordView.aspx?FBsrc=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fattachments%2Fdoc_preview.php%3Fmid%3Dmid.1366081843744%253Af1a24e2393f8334437%26id%3Da471b89fcb8003af902cdb546af5a1c7%26metadata&access_token=686381842%3AAQAHyxrxSSOp4a4q&title=Jared%20License%20-%20You%20Never%20Leave
http://word.office.live.com/wv/WordView.aspx?FBsrc=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fattachments%2Fdoc_preview.php%3Fmid%3Dmid.1366081843744%253Af1a24e2393f8334437%26id%3Da471b89fcb8003af902cdb546af5a1c7%26metadata&access_token=686381842%3AAQAHyxrxSSOp4a4q&title=Jared%20License%20-%20You%20Never%20Leave
http://word.office.live.com/wv/WordView.aspx?FBsrc=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fattachments%2Fdoc_preview.php%3Fmid%3Dmid.1366081843744%253Af1a24e2393f8334437%26id%3Da471b89fcb8003af902cdb546af5a1c7%26metadata&access_token=686381842%3AAQAHyxrxSSOp4a4q&title=Jared%20License%20-%20You%20Never%20Leave
http://word.office.live.com/wv/WordView.aspx?FBsrc=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fattachments%2Fdoc_preview.php%3Fmid%3Dmid.1366081843744%253Af1a24e2393f8334437%26id%3Da471b89fcb8003af902cdb546af5a1c7%26metadata&access_token=686381842%3AAQAHyxrxSSOp4a4q&title=Jared%20License%20-%20You%20Never%20Leave
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http://word.office.live.com/wv/WordView.aspx?FBsrc=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com

%2Fattachments%2Fdoc_preview.php%3Fmid%3Dmid.1366081843744%253Af1a24e2393f833

4437%26id%3De4edc68e104ba18cff950bd3fbc78f51%26metadata&access_token=686381842%

3AAQAZgeNmlJdFhshN&title=Jared%20License%20-%20You%20Reign 

License for You Reign – Performed by Jamie Walker 

http://word.office.live.com/wv/WordView.aspx?FBsrc=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fattachments%2Fdoc_preview.php%3Fmid%3Dmid.1366081843744%253Af1a24e2393f8334437%26id%3De4edc68e104ba18cff950bd3fbc78f51%26metadata&access_token=686381842%3AAQAZgeNmlJdFhshN&title=Jared%20License%20-%20You%20Reign
http://word.office.live.com/wv/WordView.aspx?FBsrc=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fattachments%2Fdoc_preview.php%3Fmid%3Dmid.1366081843744%253Af1a24e2393f8334437%26id%3De4edc68e104ba18cff950bd3fbc78f51%26metadata&access_token=686381842%3AAQAZgeNmlJdFhshN&title=Jared%20License%20-%20You%20Reign
http://word.office.live.com/wv/WordView.aspx?FBsrc=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fattachments%2Fdoc_preview.php%3Fmid%3Dmid.1366081843744%253Af1a24e2393f8334437%26id%3De4edc68e104ba18cff950bd3fbc78f51%26metadata&access_token=686381842%3AAQAZgeNmlJdFhshN&title=Jared%20License%20-%20You%20Reign
http://word.office.live.com/wv/WordView.aspx?FBsrc=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fattachments%2Fdoc_preview.php%3Fmid%3Dmid.1366081843744%253Af1a24e2393f8334437%26id%3De4edc68e104ba18cff950bd3fbc78f51%26metadata&access_token=686381842%3AAQAZgeNmlJdFhshN&title=Jared%20License%20-%20You%20Reign

